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SGB_01.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 1 (v4)

I am a beginner and I find all this Core Wars
stuff VERY confusing, so I am writing this "guide"
for my own use, to encourage CONSTRUCTIVE
criticism and advice and as a possible aid to
other beginners.

Such a guide may already exist - in which case
please point me at it.

During these guides I will make statements that are
incorrect in detail, but please don’t correct them
when the intent of the statement is for beginner
simplicity.

The bias is towards IBM PC compatibles. (I use a
486/66 running DOS 6 and Windows 3.1.)

The line length is intentionally narrow to ease
quoting.

======

Introduction:

Some people will have a vague recollection of the
concept of Core Wars from the Scientific American
article around 1984. Most people have never heard
of it.

What is Core Wars?

It is a game for 2 players. The field/board is a
simulated small computer. The player’s "piece" is
a program. The objective is to corrupt your
opponent’s program so that it executes an illegal
instruction.

The field of play (the computer) is known as MARS
which stands for "Memory Array Redcode Simulator".
One common simulator is pMARS (p for portable).

The programs written are "Warriors" and have
names.

======

How to start?

I started in rec.games.corewar.

Most of the r.g.c. posts are technical
gobbledegook, ignore them. Find the FAQ or
references to the archives:
ftp://ftp.csua.berkeley.edu/pub/corewar

From there load down .../documents/tutorial.1.Z, 
.../documents/tutorial.2.Z and
.../systems/pmars08.zip (which is PC executables)
(don’t download the sources pmars08s.zip)

Create yourself a corewar directory (I’ll refer to
this as \COREWAR).

Unpack the tutorials, merge them into one file (I
called mine TUTORIAL.TXT) and put it in \COREWAR
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and read it.

Unpack the zip file into \COREWAR then run your
virus checker. (I renamed many files to ease my
personal use - eg PMARS.DOC is now DOCN.TXT).

(If you can’t unpack .Z or .zip files, that is a
separate matter beyond the scope of this guide.)

From DOS, change to \COREWAR, type DIR. You will
see 3 *.EXEs and some *.REDs. Just to prove you’ve
done it right, type PMARSV to get the usage
prompt.

Next choose two *.REDs (I’ll pick two as examples
here) and type:
 PMARSV RAVE.RED AEKA.RED
Watch it compile and splash pretty patterns on the
screen.

======

You are up and running. Next issue will discuss
what the patterns mean and what the *.REDs are.

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
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SGB_02.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 2 (v4)

Issue 1 dealt with what is corewars and how to get
the really basic stuff downloaded for a PC.

======

I made myself a one-line batch file PM.BAT to ease
my DOS typing:
PMARSV %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9 %1.RED %2.RED

Thus "PM RAVE AEKA" is the same as 
"PMARSV RAVE.RED AEKA.RED"

======

Warriors:

The *.RED files are warriors - that is simple
programs. You need to study the tutorials and
other documents on rec.games.corewar and at the
archives to fully understand them. If you have no
knowledge of programming and/or no knowledge of
assembly languages then Core Wars may be too much
for you.

Meanwhile lets make a very simple warrior.

Edit a text file BORING.RED to contain:
;redcode-94
;name Boring
;author Your Name
 mov    0,1
 end

pMARS instructions are all 1 instruction per
memory location, all locations are addressed with
an offset relative to the current Location. So
"MOV 0,1" copies the contents of location 0 (the
current location, whose content is "MOV 0,1") to
location 1 (the next location). It then executes
the next location refering to that as location 0,
thus the program rolls round pMARS’s circular
memory writing the next intruction to execute into
the next location - all ’just in time’.

Type PM BORING BORING Watch some compilation text
appear then watch blue zeros (representing memory
locations accessed by the zeroth warrior) and green
ones (representing memory locations accessed by the
’first’ warrior) scroll around the screen for
several seconds. Wait for the "Press Any Key"
prompt, then press a key. Observe the results at
the end "0 0 1". What you have done is asked
program (Warrior) BORING to fight warrior BORING.
At the end of the fight, both were still alive, so
the results were 0 wins, 0 losses, 1 tie (draw).

Now make an absolutely useless warrior as file
USELESS.RED:
;redcode-94
;name Useless
;author Your Name
start   jmp     start
 end

This so-called warrior just jumps to itself, never
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attacks anything and shouldn’t last long.

Now type (the case of the -s option matters):
PM USELESS USELESS -s 1000
and observe a blue 0 in the top left of the screen
and a green 1 somewhere else in the top half of
the screen. It will be the top half ’cos there are
1000 character positions in the top half of a 25
line 80 character display and the "-s 1000" makes
the pMARS memory size 1000 locations. Patiently
wait for the "Press Any Key" prompt.

The result of that fight is obviously a tie.

Now try
PM USELESS BORING -s 1000
The Blue 0 in the top left shouldn’t last long. The
green 1s march all over the top of the screen. I
believed this ought to be a convincing win for
BORING. However it isn’t - the results show a tie
with both warriors surviving. The explanation is
in issue 3.

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
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SGB_03.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 3 (v3)

Issue 1 dealt with what is corewars and how to get
the really basic stuff downloaded for a PC.

Issue 2 introduced two "warriors", BORING and
USELESS.

======

Sequencing:

The programs are run "multi-tasked", swapping
programs after each instruction. To "see" what is
going on, lets "run" the two programs in a 10
location memory. I’ll use "." for an empty
location, "j" for one with USELESS’s "JMP start"
instruction and "m" for one with BORING’s
"MOV 0 1" instruction. The "j" is at location "0"
and the "m" starts at, say, location 6. I’ll
capitalise the instruction being executed and
start each line with "U" or "B" depending upon
whose turn it is. (Data is shown before execution
of the instruction.)

U       J.....m...
B       j.....M...
U       J.....mm..
B       j.....mM..
U       J.....mmm.
B       j.....mmM.
U       J.....mmmm
B       j.....mmmM
U       M.....mmmm
B       Mm....mmmm
U       mM....mmmm
B       mMm...mmmm

In other words, USELESS has started running
BORING’s code and is travelling around memory with
the same Program Count as BORING (although it
executes first.)

This explains why USELESS doesn’t die.

======

OK, lets copy BORING.RED to BORING2.RED and edit
it to read:
;redcode-94
;name Boring2
;author Your Name
 mov    0,2
 mov    0,2
 end

When we analyse this fight:
U       J.....mm..
B       j.....Mm..
U       J.....mmm.
B       j.....mMm.
U       J.....mmmm
B       j.....mmMm
U       M.....mmmm
B       m.m...mmmM
U       mMm...mmmm
B       Mmmm..mmmm
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U       mmMm..mmmm
B       mMmmm.mmmm
we see the same phenomena - USELESS is executing
BORING2’s code.

So when we run PM USELESS BORING2 -s 1000
we expect and get a tie. We can see the blue and
green warriors, and it is obvious why there are
lots of green 1s. It is also understandable why
there is a single blue 0, but what about the "."
characters?

======

Display meaning:

All characters are coloured to define which
warrior did the action.
Number (0 or 1) means that program executed the
instruction in that location.
Flashing number; as Number but illegal instruction
so a warrior died. (Or at least part of a
warrior.)
"." Location was written to.
Small "." Location was read from.
"-" Location decremented as an address access.

Note an 8000 memory corewar fight puts 4 locations
per character position on the 2000 character PC
screen and so the last access type to any of the
four locations is what is displayed.

======

Ok, so now we get "sophisticated" (refer to a
dictionary - ’perverse’) and do BORING3.RED which
is a two instruction move pair, but the first
instruction moves the second one and the second
instruction moves the first one. This will have
the effect of zapping the "JMP 0" instruction
before the following instruction is in place.
(Well that will be the case ˜50% of the time.)

;redcode-94
;name Boring3
;author Your Name
 mov    1,3     ;Copy "MOV -1,1"
 mov    -1,1    ;Copy "MOV 1,3"
 end

I’ll use "M" for the "MOV 1,3" and "N" for the
"MOV -1,1" instruction and do it twice, once with
BORING3 starting at locn 6 and at locn 7. I’ll use
"." and "e" for empty locations, the "e" being
a significant empty cell.

locn 6:
U       J.....mn..
B       j.....Mn..
U       J.....mn.n
B       j.....mN.n
U       J.....mnmn
B       j.....mnMn
U       Jn....mnmn
B       jn....mnmN
U       Mn....mnmn
B       Mn.n..mnmn
U       mN.n..mnmn
B       mNmn..mnmn
Here USELESS safely runs BORING3’s code.
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locn 7:
U       J......mne
B       j......Mne
U       N......mne
B       ne.....mNe
U       nE.....mnm
and at this point USELESS crashes.

Try running PM USELESS BORING3 -s 1000 several
times and compare the results. Also try
PM BORING3 USELESS -s 1000.

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
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SGB_04.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 4 (v3)

Issue 1 dealt with what is corewars and how to get
the really basic stuff downloaded for a PC.

Issue 2 introduced two "warriors", BORING and
USELESS.

Issue 3 showed how simple warriors interact, run
each other’s code and kill each other.

======

Now all that stuff with "." and "j" and "mnMn" is
all very well, but PMARSV includes a debugger to
assist in this task. 

My aim here is to get to grips with some of the
debug tools - I’m nowhere near ready to
contemplate designing Warriors yet. So lets
investigate CDB.

Type: PM USELESS BORING3 -l 5 -s 20 -e -F 10
(lower case -l, -s and -e) (upper case -F)
The "-l 5" limits each warriors source code length
to 5 instructions.
The "-s 20" specifies a memory size of 20 (which
will easily fit on one screen).
The "-e" enters the debugger.
The "-F 10" Forces BORING3 to start at Adr 10.
(Ignore the compilation stuff scrolling up the
screen.)

You get presented with the instruction about to
execute, in this case a blue (USELESS’s) "JMP 0".
Type "HELP" with several returns to see built-in
prompts.

At a (cdb) prompt type "L0,$" to list all of
memory from Address 0 to the last address (19).

I see USELESS at adr 0 and BORING3 at adr 10..11.
Adr 0 is blue, for USELESS’s current instruction.
Adr 10 is green for BORING3’s current instruction
(MOV 1,3).

"s" (for step) executes Adr 0 and displays Adr 10.
"s" executes Adr 10 and displays Adr 0 again.
"l0,$" displays all memory again and I note that
Adr 11 is now green, and that Adr 13 contains a
copy of Adr 10.

Do a dozen "s" commands (You don’t have to type
the s each time as ENTER repeats the last
command.) Then l0,$ again, you can see how BORING3
has ’grown’ (? probably the wrong term).

Type "r" to see a summary of the registers. Note
that we have done about 7 cycles (IE each warrior
has had 7 instruction operations) with only 79993
left to go. 1 copy of USELESS exists and is about
to run at Adr 0. 1 copy of BORING3 exists and is
about to run at Adr 17. (The P-space stuff is
definitely ignorable for the present!)

Another eight "s" and we see USELESS executing
BORING3’s code. BORING3 seems to have disappeared
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as it has the same Program counter value as
USELESS.

Type "q" (quit).

======

Now lets repeat all this with
PM USELESS BORING3 -l 5 -s 20 -e -F 11

Do 13 "s" and then "l0,$".
One "s" and "l0,$". Note that USELESS is about to
execute MOV -1,1.
One "s˜l0,$" (A meld of two cdb instructions).
USELESS’s PC is at Adr 1 which has no content.
Two "s". The second "s" ends the round with
USELESS dead at Adr 1.

======

That’s the basics of the debugger. It can also
search, edit, jump etc etc.

For any beginner reading these guides, note that
they are basically a log of what I am doing to
learn core wars. You too can do the same
experiments, but you MUST ALSO read the other
documentation (FAQ, Tutorial, Language
specification etc).

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.
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SGB_05.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 5 (v4)

Issue 2 introduced two "warriors", BORING and
USELESS.

Issue 3 showed how simple warriors interact, run
each other’s code and kill each other.

Issue 4 dealt with the basics of the debugger.

======

I have received several helpful e-mails since
issue 4 and now realise that PMARSV also has a
graphical display mode.

Assuming you have a decent SVGA screen, type (from
DOS, NOT from a DOS box in windows)
PM RAVE AEKA -v 525

What you will see is a box of 8000 cells
containing red and green dots dancing at the top
of the screen. This is a high res version of the
text display we looked at earlier. The lower half
of the screen is a debug window - press "d" to get
the cdb prompt and you can type things like
"l PC1,PC1+10"

For details and other screen types read the PMARS
documentation Appendix.

======

Now its time to start getting to grips with some
basic Warriors. The tutorials and the newsgroup
are full of self-referencing jargon. I suppose
that that is in keeping with the programming style
of Core War but it is very confusing.

Dewdney seems to have a thing for fantasy creature
warrior names - IMP, DWARF etc. Lets look at some.

======

IMP (adapted from the tutorial file):
;redcode-94
;name Imp
;author A.K.Dewdney
imp     mov    imp,     imp+1
 end

This is none other than our friend BORING, written
using address labels - The current instruction is
at address ’imp’. When executed, copy the contents
of address imp (at a displacement of 0 from the
current instruction at address 0) to the location
after imp.

This is a very simple program and I don’t see how
it can kill anything.

======

DWARF (adapted from the faq file):
;redcode-94
;name Dwarf
;author A.K.Dewdney
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bomb    dat     #0
dwarf   add     #4,     bomb
 mov    bomb,   @bomb
 jmp    dwarf
 end    dwarf

Now this has lots of new stuff. The "end dwarf"
terminates the program source code and causes the
instruction at adr ’dwarf’ to be the first
executed.

The instuction at adr ’dwarf’ adds the number 4 to
the contents of the instruction at adr ’bomb’.
Thus after execuction of the ADD, bomb will
contain ’DAT #4’ (and next time round the loop it
will contain ’DAT #8’ etc) (Note: All instructions
have two operands "A" and "B" and that ’DAT x’ is
shorthand for ’DAT #0, x’. I think the default ADD
operation is to add to the B operand of the
desination location.)

Then we step to ’MOV bomb, @bomb’. (Now here
things get ’clever’. The assembler knows operand
sizes and the like. I believe it to be possible to
add instruction modifiers to alter default
behaviour, but ...) This copies the entire
instruction at location ’bomb’ to the adr
specified by the B operand of the instruction at
adr ’bomb’ WITH RESPECT TO the location it was
accessed from (bomb). That is it copies "DAT #4"
to adr ’bomb+4’.

Why is this a bomb? Well it is illegal to execute
the DAT (data) instruction. Copying it to
somewhere where your opponent will run it will
cause him to crash.

Next we step onto ’JMP dwarf’ which causes us to
loop and do our ADD instruction again.

======

Dwarf comments:

I assume that this is the archetypal bomber.

The loop length is 3 instructions, the program
length is 4 instructions. The bombs are placed
every fourth location. This means that we could
happily sit in our 4 locations throwing out bombs
as long as the bombs miss our code and for "our" 1
bomb in 4 locations it is the DAT adr which is hit.

This won’t work if CORESIZE isn’t a multiple of 4.

Run the debugger to check what addresses get
bombed and how DAT increments:
PMARSV -l 5 -e -s 20 DWARF.RED
(there is only one warrior, so we can’t use the
batch file!) (Use debug command meld:
@s˜l0,$
to step one instruction without displaying it and
then to display all of memory.)

Redo it with "-s 19" and kill yourself!

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
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SGB_06.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 6 (v3)

Issue 3 showed how simple warriors interact, run
each other’s code and kill each other.

Issue 4 dealt with the basics of the debugger.

Issue 5 mentioned graphical display and analysed 2
simple warriors.

======

Instruction set and Addressing modes:

These are covered formally in the redcode 94 draft
specification, (Is it still draft? Am I looking at
the right file?) and informally in the tutorial.

Most fights discussed in rec.games.corewar seem to
use "Draft-94 extended" which is covered in
REDCODE.REF .

Points to note. All instructions have 2 operands,
although sometimes only one is used. All numbers
are positive integers in range 0..CORESIZE-1.

The format is:
Label Opcode AOperand, BOperand
(An Opcode is a basic "opcode" with a "modifier".)
(An operand is an address "mode" with a "number".)

Opcodes are typical of traditional assemblers:

MOV, ADD, SUB, MUL (need to check what happens
with overflows and "negative" numbers), DIV
produces the quotient (ditto), MOD produces the
remainder (ditto).

CMP (Skip if equal), SLT (Skip if less than).

JMP, JMZ (Jump if zero), JMN (Jump if non zero).
All jump to AOperand and test BOperand.

DJN (Decrement BOperand and then if it is non-zero
jump to AOperand),

DAT is for storing data (possibly two numbers in
    the two operand files. EXECUTING A DAT crashes
    a process, thus killing part of a warrior.

SPL splits the warrior, producing an extra
    process. It acts if a "photocopy" of the
    instruction is made with the original
    executing a NoOperation instruction "JMP 1"
    then the new process executes "JMP Source"
Once you split your warrior into N processes, each
process runs at 1/Nth of the usual speed.

SEQ (CMP), SNE (Skip if not equal), NOP (JMP 1),
LDP and STP are extensions.

The mixture of modifiers for the opcode (.A, .B,
.AB, .BA, .F, .X, .I) with modifiers for the
Operands ( #, $, @, <, > and extensions *, {, } )
produce a complicated set of possible
instructions.
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======

Lets look at DWARF again. First what we (nearly)
typed:

bomb    dat     #12             ;was #0
dwarf   add     #4,     bomb
 mov    bomb,   @bomb
 jmp    dwarf

Next the assembly listing. (Comments are not
assembler output!):
 dat.f  #0,     #12
 add.ab #4,     $-1     ;really $CORESIZE-1
 mov.i  $-2,    @-2
 jmp.b  $-2,    $0

Which means:

DAT
The .f means both operands, a meaningless option
for the DAT non-instruction.
# means immediate data (IE the address is the
address of this location).
Note that the data is in the B operand.

ADD .ab
Take the A number from ( # ) current location and
add it to the B number of ( $-1 ) the previous
location. Store result in B number of the previous
location. $ means the address is the number in the
instruction being executed.

MOV
.i The entire instuction, opcode and both
operands.
@ The address is the B number found in the
location specified by this operand.

JMP
.b Doesn’t make sense in this context, the
destination address is in the A operand.

======

Lets try a set of instructions, before execution
on the left, and after execution on the right, to
demonstrate some of these points:

st  add.a  #1,   #10            #2,     #10
    add.ab #1,   #10            #1,     #11
    add.ba #1,   #10            #11,    #10
    add.b  #1,   #10            #1,     #20
    add.f  #1,   #10            #2,     #20
    add.x  #1,   #10            #11,    #11
    add.i  #1,   #10            #2,     #20

    add.a  $a1,  $a2
    jmp    $ab
a1  dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
a2  dat    #4,   #40            #5,     #40

ab  add.ab $ab1, $ab2
    jmp    $ba
ab1 dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
ab2 dat    #4,   #40            #4,     #41

ba  add.ba  $ba1, $ba2
    jmp    $b
ba1 dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
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ba2 dat    #4,   #40            #14,    #40

b   add.b  $b1,  $b2
    jmp    $f
b1  dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
b2  dat    #4,   #40            #4,     #50

f   add.f  $f1,  $f2
    jmp    $x
f1  dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
f2  dat    #4,   #40            #5,     #50

x   add.x  $x1,  $x2
    jmp    $i
x1  dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
x2  dat    #4,   #40            #14,    #41

i   add.i  $i1,  $i2
    jmp    $0
i1  dat    #1,   #10            #1,     #10
i2  dat    #4,   #40            #5,     #50

    end    st

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
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SGB_07.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 7 (v3)

Issue 4 dealt with the basics of the debugger.

Issue 5 mentioned graphical display and analysed 2
simple warriors.

Issue 6 provided an outline of the instruction set
and addressing modes.

======

Lets look at ways of copying code around.

Traditional assembler:

Make a text file COPY.RED:
;redcode-94
;name Copy
;author sgb
;Block copy code: traditional assy style
OFFSET  equ     20
;Variables (data is arbitrary)
src     dat     #1
dest    dat     #1
count   dat     #1
;Initialise variables
start   mov.ab  #last-src,      src     
 mov.ab  #(last+OFFSET)-dest,    dest
 mov.ab  #last-src,      count
;Do the copy
loop    mov.i   <src,           <dest
 djn     loop,           count
;Jump to run the new copy
 jmp     start+OFFSET
last    end     start

The code has four sections:

OFFSET is how far we plan to copy the block of
code.

The VARIABLES are just that. I’ve initialised them
to 1 purely to remind which field they are in
after compilation (the BOperand).

The INITIALISATION. The tricky bit was realising
that because everything is relative, the
instruction "MOV #LAST, SRC" would assemble in
’absolute’ terms as
"MOV #(Adr LAST - Adr Here), (Adr Src - Adr Here)
which moves a ’number’ to SRC. When the number in
SRC is used as an address it is added to ’Adr
Src’, so the desired address is wrong by the
distance between the initialising MOV instruction
and the SRC variable.
The "-SRC" fixes the offset.

The COPY LOOP.
Decrement src & get the final JMP instruction -
decrement dest and store it.
Decrement count - has it reached zero? No, so
loop.
Decrement src & get the penultimate DJN
instruction - decrement dest and store it.
etc etc until
Decrement count - has it reached zero? Yes, so
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don’t loop. Step onto the jump and execute the
newly copied block.

======

This assembles as:

Program "Copy" (length 9) by "sgb"
       ORG      START
       DAT.F  #     0, #     1     
       DAT.F  #     0, #     1     
       DAT.F  #     0, #     1     
START  MOV.AB #     9, $    -3     
       MOV.AB #    28, $    -3     
       MOV.AB #     9, $    -3     
       MOV.I  <    -6, <    -5     
       DJN.B  $    -1, $    -5     
       JMP.B  $    15, $     0     

Watch it operate with
"PMARSV -e COPY.RED"
and at the first (CDB) prompt use
"@s˜l0,10˜l20,30"       (don’t type quotes)
then just Enter subsequently.

Step through the code and watch it happen.

======

Some statistics:

The above code is 9 locations long, although the
three DAT instructions do not actually need to be
part of the program. We can store the numbers in
the BOperand of any instruction, not just DAT.
Mind you, having the DATs make a useful device for
crashing any other program that runs into them.

The code executes 2 instructions for every one
location it copies. This is 0.5c, where "c" is the
"speed of light" or 1 location per instruction.
(Our programs BORING..BORING3 all move at "1c".)

There is a three instruction overhead, before the
copy and the one instruction jump. So we copy 9
locations every 22 instructions.

======

For the fun of it, lets let it challenge others:

"PM COPY BORING3"       Copy wins each time.
"PM COPY RAVE"          Rave usually wins. (Copy
won once).
"PM COPY AEKA"          Aeka won every time.

======

Issue 8 will look at various improvements to this
method.

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.
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SGB_08.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 8 (v2)

Issue 5 mentioned graphical display and analysed 2
simple warriors.

Issue 6 provided an outline of the instruction set
and addressing modes.

Issue 7 looked at one (inefficient) way of copying
blocks of code/data around.

======

Lets try various improvements and alternatives to
the program (well, you can’t call it a warrior!)
COPY.RED .

Edit a text file COPY2.RED to read:
;redcode-94
;name Copy2
;author sgb
;assert 1
OFFSET  equ     20
;Variables
ptr     dat     #1,     #2
;Initialise
start   mov.a   #last-ptr,      ptr     
 mov.ab  #(last+OFFSET)-ptr,    ptr
 mov.ab  #(last-ptr)/2, count
;Do the copy
loop    mov.i   {ptr,   <ptr
 mov.i  {ptr,   <ptr
count   djn     loop,   #0
;Jump to run the new copy
 jmp     start+OFFSET
last    end     start

The differences to COPY:

";assert 1" has been included to remove an assembler
warning message.

One variable PTR is used for both the source and
the destination pointers. Because the source
pointer is in the AOperand, the initialisation is
done with MOV.A .

There is no variable COUNT, instead the DJN
instruction is modified directly. This concept of
self-modifying code will become more prevalent as
we progress. (So much for easily supportable clear
code!)

To speed the loop up, we are copying two locations
per loop, hence the count was initialise to half
the number of locations to copy. (Note that it was
convenient that the number was even - if it had
been odd, we would have had to move one location
more than we wanted to and would have had to have
ensured that the loop count was correctly
initialised.)

The copies are done with { and <. { is like < but
uses data from the AOperand.

"PM COPY COPY2" gets about 50% wins for each.
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Stats:          COPY    COPY2
Length          9       8
Loop speed      0.5c    0.67c
Total period    22      16

======

Apparently modern copiers are done with multiple
processes, so lets get to grips with these.

A SPL command adds an extra process to the
program by splitting. The "existing" process acts
as if the SPL command was "NOP" or "JMP 1". The
additional process acts as if the command was
"JMP dest".

The complicated bits are sorting out the order
that new processes execute in, and what happens if
multiple processes run the same code.

Here is a sample of code:
bomb    dat     #0,     #0
loop    mov     bomb,   <bomb
 spl    1
 jmp    1

If I repeatedly list the code sample with
the position of the program counter for each
process and the program counter queue shown, it
should be possible to follow what’s happening:

Q=A     MOV:A           SPL:            JMP:
Initially only process A exists. It executes MOV
(to bomb-1).
Q=A     MOV:            SPL:A           JMP:
Then it executes a split creating process B.
Q=AB    MOV:B           SPL:            JMP:A
Then process A executes a JMP.
Q=BA    MOV:BA          SPL:            JMP:
Process B executes MOV to (bomb-2).
Q=AB    MOV:A           SPL:B           JMP:
Process A executes MOV to (bomb-3).
Q=BA    MOV:            SPL:BA          JMP:
B splits into B & C.
Q=ABC   MOV:C           SPL:A           JMP:B
A splits into A & D.
Q=BCAD  MOV:CD          SPL:            JMP:BA
B JMPs.
Q=CADB  MOV:CDB         SPL:            JMP:A
C executes MOV to (bomb-4).
Q=ADBC  MOV:DB          SPL:C           JMP:A
A JMPs.
Q=DBCA  MOV:DBA         SPL:C           JMP:
D executes MOV to (bomb-5)
Q=BCAD  MOV:BA          SPL:CD          JMP:
B executes MOV to (bomb-6)
Q=CADB  MOV:A           SPL:CDB         JMP:
C splits into C & E
Q=ADBCE MOV:AE          SPL:DB          JMP:C
etc.

You’ll note that we are generating new processes
quite fast, though be aware that most pMARS arens
have a limit on the number of processes permittesd
to any program (often 64, though 8000 on KOTH
"King Of The Hill").

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
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Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.
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SGB_09.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 9 (v2)

Issue 6 provided an outline of the instruction set
and addressing modes.

Issue 7 looked at one (inefficient) way of copying
blocks of code/data around.

Issue 8 looked at another variation of copying and
at the SPL command.

======

This issue is a bit of a cheat really, but since
they are pseudo-notes of my wanderings through the
core war world, I reckon its valid.

======

Study Steven Morrell’s "My First Corwar Book"
chapters 1 (Imp-Rings) and 2 (Stones).

These are very clear and well explained - The only
problem is that chapters on other types are not
available.

======

Using SPL to do copies:

Refer to Beppe’s hints on Replicators in "Core
Warrior" #1, #3.

======

Other info in Core Warrior is also very useful.
There is more there than is quickly readable.

All the above mentioned items are available on WWW
from http://www.stormking.com/˜koth

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.

(Appendix because this is a very short issue:

Problem for Beginner Go Players:
Black to play and kill:

 . . # O . O . O # . .
 . . # O O O . O # .
   . # # # # . O # .
     . . . . # # #
)
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SGB_10.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 10 (v2)

Issue 7 looked at one (inefficient) way of copying
blocks of code/data around.

Issue 8 looked at another variation of copying and
at the SPL command.

Issue 9 looked at imp-rings and bombers and
replicators (by proxy).

======

The first six issues took a week to produce. The
next two took another week. The ninth took another
week. As I get into it, it all slows down
enormously.

However I now reckon I have enough knowledge to
analyse one of the warriors supplied with PMARS08
- RAVE.RED .

======

The source:

;redcode-94
;name Rave
;author Stefan Strack
;strategy Carpet-bombing scanner based on Agony and Medusa’s
;strategy (written in ICWS’94)
;strategy Submitted: @date@
;assert CORESIZE==8000

CDIST   equ 12
IVAL    equ 42
FIRST   equ scan+OFFSET+IVAL
OFFSET  equ (2*IVAL)
DJNOFF  equ -431
BOMBLEN equ CDIST+2

        org comp

scan    sub.f  incr,comp
comp    cmp.i  FIRST,FIRST-CDIST        ;larger number is A
        slt.a  #incr-comp+BOMBLEN,comp  ;compare to A-number
        djn.f  scan,<FIRST+DJNOFF       ;decrement A- and B-number
        mov.ab #BOMBLEN,count
split   mov.i  bomb,>comp               ;post-increment
count   djn.b  split,#0
        sub.ab #BOMBLEN,comp
        jmn.b  scan,scan
bomb    spl.a  0,0
        mov.i  incr,<count
incr    dat.f  <0-IVAL,<0-IVAL
 end

======

Which assembles as:

Program "Rave" (length 12) by "Stefan Strack"

       ORG      START
       SUB.F  $    11, $     1     
START  CMP.I  $   125, $   113     
       SLT.A  #    24, $    -1     
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       DJN.F  $    -3, <  -308     
       MOV.AB #    14, $     2     
       MOV.I  $     4, >    -4     
       DJN.B  $    -1, #     0     
       SUB.AB #    14, $    -6     
       JMN.B  $    -8, $    -8     
       SPL.A  $     0, $     0     
       MOV.I  $     1, <    -4     
       DAT.F  <   -42, <   -42     

======

First note that RAVE works with only ONE process
until the last parts of its operation.

======

Rave starts by comparing two locations 100+ locns
further on. Assuming that there is no opposing
warrior there, the CMP (SkipifEQual) will find a
matched pair of "empty" (DAT 0,0) instructions.
Therefore CMP will skip to the DJN.

The DJN pre-decrements a BNumber and uses that as
a pointer to another locn where it decrements both
A and B Numbers. I’ll come back to exactly what
gets decremented later. Just assume that it
doesn’t decrement to both zero, so the DJN jumps
to "scan"

At "scan", the CMP instruction at "comp" is
modified, by subtracting -42 from both A & B
Numbers (IE adding 42 to each).

The loop of three instructions now repeats but
inspecting locations 42 further on.

What happens when the two locations aren’t the
same (IE it has found something - either code or
bombs dropped by the enemy)? In that case it
executes the SLT (SkipifLessThan) which skips if
the immediate ANumber is less than the ANumber in
the "comp" instruction.
The immediate ANumber is a complicated expression
that boils down to 24. This is a means of testing
if the "enemy warrior" just detected is actually
"yourself". (It is presumably 24 due to the length
of RAVE (12) + the comparison separation
(also 12).
If it has detected itself, it rolls into the DJN
and scans round core again, slightly offset as 42
is not a factor of 8000.
If it has detected something else, it changes
mode.

See the appendix to this issue for a list of SLT
visits (aka boming runs).

======

Before looking at what it does after the mode
change, lets look in more detail at the DJN
BOperand. This pre-decrements location "-308".

Often this will be "empty" (DAT 0,0), in which
case the pre-decrement will change it to DAT 0,-1
so the DJN will decrement the A & B Numbers of
locn -309. Again assuming it was empty, this will
go from DAT 0,0 to DAT -1,-1.
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Next time round the loop it will predecrement -308
to DAT 0,-2 and hence decrement and test locn 
-310. Then -311, then -312 etc.

What does this achieve? Well it will usually jump
unless enemy code / data is at that locn. If it is
there then the code will be corrupted by the
decrements. Additionally the pre-decrement acts as
a sort of inefficient imp-gate.

It is at -308 to stop it being too close to the
main body of code as it will easily be found by
scanners and bombers. (Note that the CMP will
start comparing the decremented (DAT -1,-1)
locations after a while. It is phased so that they
are equal and we don’t compare a decremented
DAT -1,-1 with an undecremented DAT 0,0 too
often.) (Without being presumptious, I wonder if
perhaps this could be improved given the list in
the appendix.)

======

Having scanned core and found something what does
RAVE do now?

It goes into a tight loop bombing 14 locations
from the smaller of the two locns which differed.
(MOV.AB sets up the loop count, MOV.I bombs, DJN.B
loops.)
(After the bombing run, the pointer COMP is
repaired using SUB.AB .)

It then tests the BNumber in "scan" which is a
(nearly) constant "1", so it always jumps to
"scan" and starts again, stepping on from where it
got to looking for more code to attack.

Note that the bomb is "SPL 0,0" which will cause
the bombed location to malfunction and slow the
enemy down by spliting lots of processes off. It
won’t actually kill the enemy.

======

This is the bit I missed in v1 of this issue.
Thanks to those who explained what I was missing.

The test of the BNumber in "scan" is not *always*
1. After some number of loops round the code, the
ANumber in "comp" is "scan" ("comp-1"). This is
interpreted as being enemy code rather than
"myself", so the bombing run commences. The
bombing run overwrites "scan" with the SPL bomb.

When this happen, the JMN doesn’t jump back to
scan but switches into its final modes.

======

It executes SPL 0 which queues one process to the
next instruction and one at SPL again. Thus there
is a steady stream of processes being generated by
this SPL.

The process reaching the next instruction executes
a MOV which puts a killing DAT at "count-1" and
all locations before that, working backwards round
core, clearing it. (This is a core clear.)
The process then falls through to the DAT where is
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dies.

However, as it dies, it decrements location
"incr"-IVAL (about -30 absolute) twice as part of
the Operand address evaluation. This is an imp
gate.

When the coreclear has gone round memory once, the
MOV will be zapped by the DAT, so the coreclear
stops and the SPL just feeds the newly moved imp-
gate.

======

To summarise:

RAVE has a sort-of imp-gate 308 locations before
it.

RAVE corrupts core, one location at a time
backwards.

RAVE scans core in jumps of 42 looking for enemies
and bomb 14 locations there.

RAVE eventually bombs itself and switches to a
coreclear and imp-gate.

RAVE then sits being an imp-gate till the end of
the round.

======

APPENDIX

List of values of "comp" at each execution of SLT:

It is a worthwhile exercise to understand why each
bombing run occurs in a single warrior (rave)
environment.

The ones with * are "the enemy is me" situations.
The one with # is "the enemy is me, but I have
left myself exposed".

00001   CMP.I  $    21, $     9     *
00001   CMP.I  $     1, $   -11     *
00001   CMP.I  $     3, $    -9     *
00001   CMP.I  $     5, $    -7     *
00001   CMP.I  $     7, $    -5     *
00001   CMP.I  $     9, $    -3     *
00001   CMP.I  $  -305, $  -317     
00001   CMP.I  $ -2383, $ -2395     
00001   CMP.I  $    11, $    -1     *
00001   CMP.I  $  -303, $  -315     
00001   CMP.I  $ -2381, $ -2393     
00001   CMP.I  $    13, $     1     *
00001   CMP.I  $  -679, $  -691     
00001   CMP.I  $  -301, $  -313     
00001   CMP.I  $ -2379, $ -2391     
00001   CMP.I  $  -489, $  -501     
00001   CMP.I  $    15, $     3     *
00001   CMP.I  $  -677, $  -689     
00001   CMP.I  $  -299, $  -311     
00001   CMP.I  $ -2377, $ -2389     
00001   CMP.I  $  -487, $  -499     
00001   CMP.I  $    17, $     5     *
00001   CMP.I  $  -675, $  -687     
00001   CMP.I  $  -297, $  -309     
00001   CMP.I  $ -2375, $ -2387     
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00001   CMP.I  $  -485, $  -497     
00001   CMP.I  $  -317, $  -329     
00001   CMP.I  $    19, $     7     *
00001   CMP.I  $ -2395, $ -2407     
00001   CMP.I  $  -673, $  -685     
00001   CMP.I  $  -295, $  -307     
00001   CMP.I  $    -1, $   -13     *#
End of round 1

This data was obtained using:
PM RAVE -e
write rave.dbg
trace 2
g˜l 1
>>>lots of repeats using ENTER<<<
q
EDIT RAVE.DBG

======

Sorry about the length of this issue, but RAVE has
turned out to be more complex than I expected when
I started this!

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.
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SGB_11.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 11 (v3)

Issue 8 looked at another variation of copying and
at the SPL command.

Issue 9 looked at imp-rings and bombers and
replicators (by proxy).

Issue 10 analysed RAVE.red

======

There you are, tweaking the constants in your
warrior. How do you suss if it is a better setup?
Obviously either using theory or by fighting it
against a pile of warriors you’ve written or
downloaded.

I hate typing for that sort of purpose. I’d rather
start a script going and return in 20 minutes
after drinking a coffee.

To that end, I originally offered two DOS batch
files and a QBASIC program to perform the
function. However I have since discovered MTS.EXE
written by the pMARS people. It is available from
as PTOOLS10.ZIP from either
  ftp://ftp.csua.berkeley.edu/pub/corewar/... 
or from 
  http://www.stormking.com/˜koth 
in the pMARS homepage as "Download accessories".

(I do still occasionally use my batch files - If
anyone wants them e-mail me.)

======

I (still) include an updated version of
PM.BAT mentioned in issue 2.

PM.BAT:
set cmd1=pmarsv
if "%1"=="q"  set cmd1=pmars
if "%1"=="Q"  set cmd1=pmars
if "%cmd1%"=="pmars"  shift

if exist %2.red  goto two
goto one

:two
%cmd1% %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9 %1.red %2.red
goto end

:one
%cmd1% %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9 %1.red
goto end

:end
set cmd1=

======

It suprises me how a simple improvement to a
program can make the warrior far less effective!

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
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http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.

(Appendix because this is a short issue:

Answer to Issue 9 Problem for Beginner Go Players:
Black to play and kill:

 . . # O . O b O # . .
 . . # O O O a O # .
   . # # # # c O # .
     . . . . # # #

Black plays at "a" causing a shortage of
liberties. IE if White replies at "c" he has put
himself in atari and will be captured by a black
play at "b". If White replies at "b", Black must
answer at "c" to stop "a" being captured.

[If White gets first move, "a" or "c" would let
him live, but "c" is one point better.]
)
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From 101374.624@CompuServe.COM  Thu Apr 11 00:17:34 1996
Received: by couchey.inria.fr (5.57/Ultrix3.0-C)
        id AA21526; Thu, 11 Apr 96 00:17:34 +0200
Received: from dub-img-5.compuserve.com ([198.4.9.5]) by nez-perce.inria.fr (8.7.1/8.7.1)
 with SMTP id AAA27702 for <Damien.Doligez@inria.fr>; Thu, 11 Apr 1996 00:16:39 +0200 (ME
T DST)
Received: by dub-img-5.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515)
        id SAA24817; Wed, 10 Apr 1996 18:15:43 -0400
Date: 10 Apr 96 18:10:02 EDT
From: Steve Bailey <101374.624@CompuServe.COM>
To: Scott Ellentuch <tuc@valhalla.stormking.com>,
        Planar <Damien.Doligez@inria.fr>
Subject: SGB_12
Message-Id: <960410221002_101374.624_JHP60-1@CompuServe.COM>
Status: RO

This never really got much comment on rec.games.corewar, so I reckon it can’t
have been too useful.

It is probably the last one I’ll write for quite a while, but as it is writ, I
felt I might as well post it to you both for your archives.

Steve

#####################################################
SGB_12.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 12 (v2)

Issue 9 looked at imp-rings and bombers and
replicators (by proxy).

Issue 10 analysed RAVE.red

Issue 11 looked at the MTS tournament utility
briefly.

======

Issue 12 version 1 was a draft effort.
I was expecting lots of "you’d be better doing it
this way" comments, ad I didn’t get them - hmm.

I want to expand on the ideas mentioned in issue
11 and "tweak" a warrior a little. (Yes I know it
isn’t a great warrior, but it IS mine.)

======

(The details of the benchmark system here is
now effectively replaced by the "Wilkie",
(see some of the corewar web pages), but I 
have left the discussion batch file and results
of my original system in rather than redoing
it with Wilkies.)

======

Benchmark:

First we need a bench mark. To this end we must
select some reference warriors. Then we must work
out how to evaluate their relative worth.

Now if we run MTS in round robin mode for each
newly written warrior variant, we get a meaningful
result, but each run takes forever - 25 reference
plus one test means 351 battles. You can’t fight
the reference ones in round robin mode and later
fight your test warrior against them all
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individually because that produces a different
number of fights. The only solution I can see is
to start by fighting each reference warrior
against itself and all the reference warriors (IE
it fights itself twice!). This takes a while but
gets you a score you can compare.

(This was discussed in rec.games.corewar where no
concensus was reached. It is obviously possible to
just compare your various warriors with the
benchmark set without having scores for the
benchmark warriors. My personal view is that it is
nice to see the range of scores involved and
whether your various attempts are near the top or
off the bottom!)

How do we do this? There are two ways I know of.
One is to type everything in by hand each time -
not recommended. The other is to use a dos batch
file to create a script for submission to MTS -
The later is easier in the long run.

Choose your reference warriors and enter their
names in a refernce file. The list that I chose, I
have put into the file ALL.CMD:
aeka.red
aleph0.red
cancer.red
cleaner.red
dwarf.red
flashpap.red
mice.red
rave.red

Now create CHALENGE.BAT:
echo First warrior fights rest >do.cmd
echo Yes (warriors fight self) >>do.cmd
echo pmars -b -r 50 >>do.cmd
echo Yes (verbose output) >>do.cmd
echo %1.mts >>do.cmd
echo %1.cmd >>do.cmd
echo %1.red >>do.cmd
echo @all.cmd >>do.cmd
type res_mts.net
mts do.cmd
find "  1   " <%1.mts >>res_mts.net

(Note that the FIND command is not perfect as it
picks up the warrior in first position and any
warrior getting 1 as a win/lose/tie result - edit
by hand later. Note also that if one warrior
fighting all the others does so badly that it
doesn’t come first, then again this doesn’t work!)

Now run CHALENGE for each reference warrior. I ran
them twice to see how much variation there was
with 50 fights. I reckon these results are usable
(well under 10% spread - I’ve added an extra
column to the second mention of each warrior -
being the difference between the two scores.)
Sorted results:
  1     Rave                    Stefan Strack            67  28   5   1028  
  1     Rave                    Stefan Strack            67  29   4   1022  6
  1     Aeka                    T.Hsu                    38   6  56   854   
  1     Aeka                    T.Hsu                    35   5  59   827   27
  1     Aleph 0                 Jay Han                  46  30  24   808   
  1     Aleph 0                 Jay Han                  46  35  19   781   27
  1     Flash Paper3.7          Matt Hastings            32  12  55   762   
  1     Flash Paper3.7          Matt Hastings            29  15  56   718   44
  1     Dwarf                   A.K.Dewdney              32  56  13   537   
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  1     cleaner.red             Anonymous                33  59   8   531   
  1     Dwarf                   A.K.Dewdney              29  54  17   520   17
  1     cleaner.red             Anonymous                32  61   7   517   14
  1     MICE                    Chip Wendell             14  26  61   508   
  1     cancer.red              Anonymous                30  58  12   506   
  1     cancer.red              Anonymous                30  60  10   504   2
  1     MICE                    Chip Wendell             11  28  61   474   34

(Again discussion in rec.games.corewar suggested
that 50 was too few for a meaninful score and that
100 was the minimum viable. Personally I get
frustrated with how long that takes to run. I’d
rather run warriors with fewer rounds per battle
to pre-select for a more comprehensive fight
later. This may not be valid - time will tell.)

(Further lists of mts results will be edited to
omit bits such as the leading "1" and the author.)

======

Right, so now we can write "invincible.red" or
whatever and compare its performance against
others.

The first warrior I wrote that made it to the
beginners hill was TONTO1.RED . I had wanted to
create a block of code that was agile. It wasn’t
paper ’cos it didn’t multiply, it wasn’t a bomber
although the code leapt around and acted like a
bomb. I sussed the following code fragment out
before realising that it was similar to SILK.
Basically you put three processes through it at
"exec" and every six instructions it overwrites
three locations in core.

const   dat     #const, #const+OFFSET
exec    mov.i   }const, >const
        jmp.f   exec+OFFSET

Now how to choose OFFSET. Presumably you don’t want
a divisor of the coresize (8000) else you’ll
constantly zap the same locations, you want to
precess a little. You don’t want to choose too
small an OFFSET else you’ll be inefficient hitting
the enemy if he’s "behind you".

I expect that there are utilities to assist in
this, but I haven’t yet got any. What did I do? I
thunk (past tense of think?) up a nice number of
steps to "do all core in" - I thunk 9.

8000/9=888.88

If I chose an OFFSET of 888 or 889, then after one
"lap round core" I’ll have moved 7992 or 8001
locations. A shift of -8 or +1. I deemed that too
close. Lets try 887 (=>7983 = -17). Seems
plausible (possibly still a little small, but
it’ll do to start.

Lets run our first version as TEST1.RED:
;redcode-b
;name Test 1 887
;author Steve Bailey
;assert 1
OFFSET  equ     887
start   spl     exec
        spl     exec
        jmp     exec
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const   dat     #const, #const+OFFSET
exec    mov.i   }const, >const
        jmp.f   exec+OFFSET
        end     start

Start by running it by itself with
PM TEST1
and if it looks like it has problems find the
details using
PM TEST1 -e

Then run
CHALENGE TEST1
Egad - that was awful (not surprising really)
Test 1 887              11  66  23   276 
this score puts it well below MICE and CANCER.

======

Let’s try TEST1 with different values of OFFSET.
I ran it with all values from 850 to 909:

     __0 __1 __2 __3 __4 __5 __6 __7 __8 __9
850: 191 168 360 367 351 330 345 283 427 414
860: 284 385 330 358 274 350 365 246 398 323
870: 367 431 496 321 357 147 375 393 313 329
880: 174 387 356 395 356 384 414 308 384 150
890: 338 288 340 425 313 365 213 465 303 359
900: 184 331 348 335 413 317 453 376 459 285

These range from the worst (Offset=875 which
actually managed to come 4th) at 147 to the best
Offset=872 at a score of 496. (My initial guess of
887 scored 308 this time compared with 276 the
time before, variance 32 or 11%)

This suggests that OFFSET=872 is good. However I
dislike this as 872 means that the code block only
hits 3 in 8 locations ever. We’ll use it anyway!

(For the curious, in these sort of tests, I set up
batch files to auto-generate the code and leave it
running overnight.)

======

Now lets add a _little_ more offence to the
warrior. We might as well if it can be done for
free.
TEST2.RED:
;redcode-b
;name Test 2 872
;author Steve Bailey
;assert 1
OFFSET  equ     872
ZAP     equ     -50
start   spl     exec,   <1111
        spl     exec,   <2222
        jmp     exec,   <3333
const   dat     #const, #const+OFFSET
exec    mov.i   }const, >const
        djn.f   exec+OFFSET, <ZAP
        end     start

The second arguments in the SPLs and JMP just
corrupt some other address, they are unlikely to
do anything but why not.

The djn.f is part of the agile code and is a
serious enhancement. It will normally find a
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location which contains other than ANumber=1 and
BNumber=1, and so the decrement will be to
non-zero, so the jump WILL occur. The location
which gets its A & B Numbers decremented is
pointed to by ZAP. Mostly the BNumber in ZAP
will be 0 so it will be predecremented to -1, -2
and then -3 and so the location for A & B
decrementing is usually ZAP-1, ZAP-2 and
ZAP-3. Note that ZAP is relative to the agile
code block and so is a different absolute location
for each block.

This has upped the score to 519/525 (two fights)
from 496, and it is now about level with Dwarf.

======

For comparison, lets run the standard SILK with a
similar range of OFFSETS.
SILK.RED:
;redcode-b
;name Silk
;author Lifted from Core Warrior # 1
;assert 1
OFFSET  equ     100
start   spl     1,      <1111
        mov     -1,     0
silk    spl.a   @0,     OFFSET
        mov.i   }silk,  >silk
        jmp.a   silk,   {silk
        end     start

With the published offset of 100, SILK scores 454.
With Offsets 850..909 it scores in the range
504..558, much more even than TEST2. This is
presumably due to the nature of SILK reducing its
spacing by 3 for every repeat use of each copy.

(It would just take far to long to run this for
many more values.)

======

Now I didn’t reckon that TEST2 was likely to kill
much. Its killing ability is really just the
leading DAT at "const", plus its corrupting value.

Lets slow the process down slightly and add a DJN
stream, TEST3.RED:
;redcode-b
;name Test 3
;author Steve Bailey
;assert 1
OFFSET  equ     872
ZAP     equ     -50
start   spl     exec,   <1111
        spl     exec,   <2222
        spl     exec,   <3333
        djn.f   #0,     <ZAP
const   dat     #const, #const+OFFSET
exec    mov.i   }const, >const
        djn.f   exec+OFFSET, <ZAP
        end     start

Since the codeblock skips over 5/8 of the
locations, the DJNstream is safe.

TEST3 scored 673, approaching FlashPaper.

======
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It doesn’t show how to evaluate what values are
best - that is something I still have to learn.

======

Conclusions:

Setting up a benchmark is tedious.
Testing a warrior with pmarsv -e is necessary.
Running a meaningful benchmark test needs at least
50 rounds.

I feel that this shows that careful adjustment of
constants, code position and instruction spacing
can make a big difference, but determining GOOD
constants and offsets is HARD and trial and error
- unless you know different...
Let me know...

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.
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SGB_13.net      CORE WARS

Steve’s Guide for Beginners Iss 13 (v1)

Issue 10 analysed RAVE.red

Issue 11 looked at the MTS tournament utility
briefly.

Issue 12 investigated constants and tweaking of
warriors.

======

In issue 9, reference was made to replicators. I
have realised that I still don’t have an
instinctive feel for it - despite the clear
explanation in Core Warrior.

To this end I intend here to investigate them -
with lots of core dumps to aid and abet.

======

Here is silk as presented in SGB_12.
;redcode-b
;name Silk
;author Lifted from Core Warrior # 1
;assert 1
OFFSET  equ     100
start   spl     1,      <1111
        mov     -1,     0
silk    spl.a   @0,     OFFSET
        mov.i   }silk,  >silk
        jmp.a   silk,   {silk
        end     start

The first task is to see what happens to the main
loop. To achieve that, I’ll replace "silk spl.a"
by "silk nop.a" to only have the processes I want
to watch.

I’ll also use cdb to generate core dumps:
"pm silk -e"            ;start pmars
write silk.log          ;open a logfile
edit 2                  ;change the spl.a ...
nop.a @0,$10            ;... to nop.a
@sk2˜l pc˜ec .˜l 0,20   ;step 3, dump core
        ;repeat using ENTER several times
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(CDB notes: "sk2" is step 3 because it skips 2
and then displays one - suppressed by the "@".
"l pc" lists the contents of the location pointed
to by the program counter. "ec ." echoes (prints)
a "." in the output log as a separator.)

I’m providing a core dump of locations 2..4 (the
core of SILK) after every three instructions
(because there are three processes running round
together). Whenever any other location in the
range 5..20 is altered I’ll list 0..20. I’ll mark
the location of the three processes with "<<<" and
any changed locations with "*".

After the first 3 cycles, we have three processes,
all about to execute NOP.A
00000   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00001   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     * (was mov.i)
00002   NOP.A  @     0, $    10     <<<
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
00011
00012
00013
00014
00015
00016
00017
00018
00019
00020

After three NOPs:
00002   NOP.A  @     0, $    10     
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     <<<
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     

After the three MOVs:
00000   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00001   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00002   NOP.A  @     3, $    13     *
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     <<<
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
00011
00012   NOP.A  @     0, $    10     *
00013   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     *
00014   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     *
00015
00016
00017
00018
00019
00020

After JMP:
00002   NOP.A  @     0, $    13     <<<*
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     
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After NOP (really the SPL):
00002   NOP.A  @     0, $    13     
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     <<<
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     

Another three MOVs:
00000   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00001   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00002   NOP.A  @     3, $    16     *
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     <<<
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
00011
00012   NOP.A  @     0, $    10
00013   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1
00014   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2
00015   NOP.A  @     0, $    13     *
00016   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     *
00017   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     *
00018
00019
00020

Then:
00002   NOP.A  @     0, $    16     <<<*
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     

Then
00002   NOP.A  @     0, $    16     
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     <<<
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     

Then:
00000   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00001   SPL.B  $     1, <  1111     
00002   NOP.A  @     3, $    19     *
00003   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     
00004   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     <<<
00005
00006
00007
00008
00009
00010
00011
00012   NOP.A  @     0, $    10
00013   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1
00014   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2
00015   NOP.A  @     0, $    13
00016   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1
00017   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2
00018   NOP.A  @     0, $    16     *
00019   MOV.I  }    -1, >    -1     *
00020   JMP.A  $    -2, {    -2     *

And so on. You can see that each loop of the
original silk replicates silk in an adjacent area
of memory. This is ok because it is not
inefficiently copying it to the same location on
each loop; but bad beacuse they are all adjacent
and "overrunning core" would be better achieved by
spacing the copies out more.
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======

Of course, while this is going on, the other half
of the processes generated by the SPL is
executing.

Some things to note.

Firstly each copy is created using a changing
offset. As each code segment runs it creates a
copy at an "offset" and that copy will run with
the same initial offset.

So there is a treelike structure for which
segment of code is generated by which other
segment: I’ll draw part of the tree here,
identifying each segment of code by the location
of its SPL instruction and including in
parentheses beside it, the offset that it was
created with (that it used on its first
iteration).:

2 (10)
|---12 (10)
|   |---22 (10)
|   |   |---32 (10) etc
|   |   |---35 (13) etc
|   |   |---38 (16) ...
|   |   ----41 (19) ...
|   |---25 (13)
|   |   |---38 (13)
|   |   |---41 (16)
|   |   ----44 (19)
|   ----28 (16)
|       |---44 (16)
|       ----47 (19)
|---10 (13)
|   |---28 (13)
|   ----31 (16)
----18 (16) etc etc etc

With the basic silk, the segements are heavily
overlapping!

A particular segement of code starts at location:
2 + a*OFFSET + b*(OFFSET+STEP) + c*(OFFSET+2*STEP)
+ d*(OFFSET+3*STEP) + ...
where each of a,b,c,d... are integers ranging from
0 upwards.

Secondly, as the replications grow, the processes
interleave in a very complex fashion, they don’t
queue up in neat bunches of three. As time passes,
the number of cycles between each process of a
triplet of processes will grow steadily further
apart.

To illustrate this, the spl instruction in the
main loop (location 2) and the first daughter
process (at location 12) is executed as cycle
numbers:
Location 2      Location 12
4,5,6           8,10,12
22,26,30        36,42,48
79,92,105       124,143,162
256,291,326     376,425,475
679,764,845     etc

Thirdly, SILK isn’t really very good at killing
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enemies. Yes it overruns them rapidly, but as it
stands there are no killing commands and the enemy
will just run SILK’s code. Now since it is likely
that the enemy will be running it with the wrong
number of processes (not 3), it will run
malfunctioned.

This explains why one needs to add bombs and such
to SILK.

======

Back to Core Warrior #1. I quote "Simple
improvements are adding an add line so as copies
are not packed one near the other, and adding some
bombing to make it a bit nastier."

I reckon that’s enough for one lot of reading. I
intend to look more at replicators in the next
issue. Probably at Paperone.

Comments - praise, criticism - welcome.

=== Steve Bailey 101374.624@compuserve.com
sgb@zed-inst.demon.co.uk
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/SGBailey
Work: Electronics Play: Go 2kyu.


